Adhesive Dispensing System

GP80 Meter, Mix, Dispense

Features

- Precision gear meters
- Adjustable Ratio
- Adjustable flow
- Drip-free mix dispense head
- Continuous or intermittent shots
- Self bleeding
- Simple to operate and maintain

Processes
- Silicone
- Epoxy
- Urethane
- Acrylic

Available Options:
- Heating
- Vacuum degas
- Shot size control
- Portable cart

Gear pumps include wet cup reservoirs to protect seals and material
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**GP80 Adhesive Dispensing System**

for

Urethane, Epoxy, Silicone, and Acrylic

**Features**

Precision, positive displacement, gear pumps

Wet cup seals on all pumps

Adjustable flow control

Adjustable ratio

Drip-free mix dispense gun

May be configured with

Any size tank, pail or drum

DYNA-STAT dynamic mixer

Pot life timer

Shot size controller

Fixed or remote mix valve

Portable cart

---
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---

**Bench-top configuration**

with two 3-gallon tanks

---

---

**Urethane Dispensing System**

**Precision Gear Metering**

for

Two-Part Urethane Adhesives

**System Features**

Two precision gear mixers with wet cup reservoirs

Vacuum degas with agitation

Shot size control

Static or Dynamic mix/dispense valve

---

**Optical DYNA-STAT Dynamic mix valve**

---
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**GP80 on a portable cart with**

10-gallon and 3-gallon tanks, agitation, and the DYNA-STAT dispense gun

---

---

**GP80 on a portable cart with two**

15-gallon tanks and remote, snuff-back gun

---

---
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